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The black legend of higher education
Dr. Aldemaro Romero Jr.
The concept of “fake news” is not new
by any stretch of the imagination. Over
centuries people have invented stories of
all types and dimensions. From dragons
to the “fake” moon landing, from the
Masons behind every political conspiracy
to the Jews trying to control the world,
there have been complex stories that try
to indict entire peoples or nations with
all kinds of atrocities. One of the most
famous is the “black legend” (or leyenda
negra), according to which Spain has
been the culprit for everything bad that
happened in the western hemisphere for
centuries.
As Alfredo Alvar described it in his
book “La Leyenda Negra,” the black legend is “a careful distortion of the history
of a nation, perpetrated by its enemies, in
order to better fight it. And a distortion
as monstrous as possible, with the goal
of achieving a specific aim: the moral
disqualification of the nation, whose
supremacy must be fought in every way
possible.”
Unfortunately, not only countries but
entire human activities, like higher education, can be the victims of black legends.
For years, conservatives have been mischaracterizing what is going on regarding
higher education. When describing the
problems with that sector they emphasize
issues such as political correctness, uselessness of degrees, misuse of taxpayers’
money and the like. They never talk about
actual problems such as extremely diminishing financial support (which translates
into higher costs for the students so these
groups can pursue their anti-tax ideology)
or bad leadership (so they can continue to
place on boards of trustees and executive
positions their acolytes instead of quali-

fied individuals).
They have been persistent and effective in advancing this narrative, and they
don’t care how outlandish their claims
are. Take, for example, Attorney General
Jeff Sessions, who in a speech last Tuesday
said that colleges are performing “a disservice to their students and a disservice
to this nation.” He claimed, in a prepared
statement, that college students these
days have some growing up to do and it
is because many of the nation’s colleges
are creating and coddling “a generation
of sanctimonious, sensitive, supercilious
snowflakes.”
According to The Washington Post,
during Sessions’ speech the crowd started
chanting “Lock her up,” a favorite call of
Trump supporters regarding Hillary Clinton. Sessions chuckled, and repeated the
chant himself. What a moral example to
high schoolers from the country’s top law
enforcement officer. Sessions would say
later that he could have handled the situation “differently.”
This speech was delivered at a summit
for high-school students sponsored by
Turning Point USA, a conservative group
that constantly attacks colleges and professors that they see as hostile to conservative ideologies. Sessions then warned
the high schoolers at the conference that
some people would try to silence them
and added that President Trump has
questioned whether federal funding
should be pulled from higher education.
Sessions’ Department of Justice has
filed statements of interest in lawsuits
against universities and has actively participated in other lawsuits in issues ranging from what he sees as violations of free
speech of conservative speakers to alleged

racial discrimination against Asians (but
not African Americans or Latinos).
This is not the first time that Sessions has used this kind of rhetoric. Last
September at Georgetown University,
he disparaged college campuses as “an
echo chamber of political correctness
and homogenous thought, a shelter for
fragile egos.” The response from leaders
of higher education or liberal leaders in
this country? Almost nothing, so Sessions’ diatribe went unchallenged. The
only exception was from the University
of California at Irvine Chancellor and free
speech expert Howard A. Gillman, who
said about the “snowflakes” comment
that “calling each other names isn’t productive.” That is a high-minded response,
but totally ineffective from a communications viewpoint since such rhetoric will
not change the minds of those targeted by
Sessions’ statements.
In the same meeting the education
secretary, Betsy DeVos, proposed curtailing Obama Administration loan forgiveness rules for students defrauded by
for-profit colleges, requiring that student
borrowers show they have fallen into
hopeless financial straits or prove that
their colleges knowingly deceived them.
In other words, those who were duped
by for-profit colleges with promises of
“great jobs” after graduation, now have
to return the money unless they provide
almost impossible evidence of extreme
poverty.
For-profit universities are a favorite of
Secretary DeVos, who has been accused
of stocking her department with former
executives of for-profit colleges and
universities to free the industry from
oversight. The Obama Administration
had eased access to loan forgiveness for
students who were left encumbered with
debt after two for-profit college chains,

Corinthian Colleges and ITT Technical
Institute, imploded in 2015 and 2016. The
schools were found to have misled their
students with false advertisements and
misleading claims for years. Yet, they had
long benefitted from federal government
subsidies while being the most responsible for the current level of student debt
in this country – $1.5 trillion.
But all of this information has been
well known for years. What is the difference now? The difference is that conservative, extremist groups are winning the
battle for public opinion.
According to a survey by the Pew
Research Center published last week,
of about 10,000 respondents, 61 percent
of Americans say the higher education
system in the U.S. is going in the wrong
direction, with Republicans and Democrats differing over why they think this is
the case. Seventy-three percent of Republicans and those who lean to the Republican Party say higher education is headed
in the wrong direction, primarily because
of political correctness. Fifty-two percent
of Democrats and Democratic leaners
agree that higher education is going in
the wrong direction, but blame its cost.
This state of mind will translate is less
political and financial support for higher
education since nobody likes to back disparaged institutions.
Unless we, in colleges and universities, come up with better communication
approaches we will lose the public opinion battle and all because the enemies of
higher education were able to generate a
black legend while we were incapable to
counter it.
Dr. Aldemaro Romero Jr. is a writer and
college professor with leadership experience in
higher education. He can be contacted through
his website at: http://www.aromerojr.net

Edwardsville Art Fair participating artists
The Annual Edwardsville Art Fair is
scheduled Sept. 21 through Sept. 23 at
City Park, near the Edwardsville Public
Library. Numerous artists from the area
and region will have their work on display and for sale. The Fair also features
entertainment and activities for children.
Here’s a look at three of the artists who
will be participating:
Artist: Debbie Wiles
From: Mattoon, IL
Artist Statement: Using an assortment
of shapes and sizes, we hand-select hardshelled gourds and design special pieces
applying a variety of techniques. There
are over 100 different varieties of gourds.
However, we use about eight varieties
to create our pieces. After the gourds are
thoroughly cleaned, we can then envision
what one might be. No two gourds are
the same; and each one tends to tell what
it wants to be. Some of the techniques we
use include, wood-burning, chip carving, relief carving and filigree designs.
The thickness of the gourd determines
the technique which will be used. Then
embellishments may be applied; such
as, cabochons, gold-leafing, inlaid stones
and/or seagrass. We use only leather or
ink dyes on our gourds - no paint is used.
Gourds have unique markings, and dyes
allow these markings to show through.
Our most unique pieces are the lampshades we create.
Website: GourDesigns.com
Artist: Marianne Baer
From: Glendale, MO
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release. “Schwalb’s companymanaged and independent
branches deliver the same suite
of brokerage products and services, pricing, and overall client

For the Intelligencer
Pictured from left are works by Debbie Wiles, Marianne Baer and Diane Rose
Sugg-Santoro
Artist Statement: Marianne’s current
work uses her photos printed onto fabric
then slostitched with various threads and
yarns. The effect is highly textured and
often a mysterious image so viewers can
interpret it for themselves. Her other fabric work is made from upcycled, felted,
wool sweaters and scraps. She loves

service experience.”
Wayman, a Certified Financial Planner since 2008, was a
director and retirement planner at Fidelity Investments.
In that position, he provided
investment management and
financial planning services to
employees at several of Fidelity’s institutional clients in
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“It’s definitely going to be
a passing the torch kind of
thing,” Schuler added.
The students credited EHS
Principal Dennis Cramsey,
EHS Student Council, Colten
Dickmann, Home Depot and
Walmart with making the garden a success. “A big thank
you to Steve (Miller),” Raffaelle said.
“We definitely couldn’t
have done it without Steve,”
Holt added. “And just everybody that’s been there to
help.”
“It’s just really cool to see a
year ago this was all corn and
the orchard. It’s a pretty cool
transformation,” Holt said.
“It’s definitely really
rewarding to see all your
work pay off,” Schuler said.

Similarly, when the Wood
River Refinery needed hiring
assistance, the department
stepped in to help.
MCE&T can reimburse
businesses for on-the-job training to laid off workers and
for those who qualify for the
department’s adult program.
The latter category is designed
to help low-income people,
people with learning disabilities and those with other barriers to employment.
“If they fit into that category
we will pay up to 50 percent of a
person’s wages to a business for
the first six months, as they’re
getting trained,” Furhmann said
recently. “The thought is, ‘These
people have more barriers to
deal with, so there’s a risk for
the employer to bring them on.’

the thrill of looking for great colors and
textures from many sources. These previously used items are washed, shrunk,
cut and sewn into new artwork. She also
makes wall hangings, table art, trivets
and wearables that combine historic
iconography combined with contemporary design to bring the past and present

together.
Website: http://www.baerdesigns.com
Artist: Diane Rose Sugg-Santoro
From: Ann Arbor, MI
Artist Statement: I consider my pieces
wearable art. Using traditional metalsmithing techniques and modern ones
such as a lazer welder I combine gold &
silver with custom cut minerals ,fossils ,
and fine gems to create unique one of a
kind jewelry
Website: http://dianerosejewelry.com

the area, including Memorial
Hospital in Belleville, Memorial Hospital East, in Shiloh and
Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville.
Wayman, in the news release,
said he knows how important
it is for people to “have local
access to actionable investing
help and guidance that makes

sense for their specific needs.”
From its inception, he added,
Schwalb has been “an advocate
for the individual investor,
and I’m proud to be the face of
Schwalb in Edwardsville and
the surrounding communities.”
Wayman earned an undergraduate degree in business
management and psychology

from Greenville University. He
later earned a graduate degree
in Finance from the University
of North Texas.
According to the release,
Wayman enjoys spending time
with his wife and two daughters, and friends. He also enjoys
traveling and playing soccer
and golf.

In this way, you’ll cut their financial risk in half.”
For businesses that qualify,
MCE&T also offers compensation for Incumbent Worker
Training. If a steel mill, say,
needs to train its workers to
operate a new laser engraver
and cutter machine, MCE&T
can compensate the mill for the
training sessions. “Or nowadays
you see much more that companies want to train people in
leadership skills,” Furhmann
said. A company may want to
move a worker up leadership
position but find that he or she
lacks the skill and training to
get to the next level. In the past
few months, MCE&T has written contracts for nearly $200,000
with various businesses in Madison County.
The training is done by a company known as IMEC, which
typically comes to the worker’s
place of business.
Incumbent Worker Training has become something of a

trend for businesses across the
country.
“We’re seeing this jump
because employers are figuring
out that it’s easier and better to
keep the employees they have
and train them, as opposed to
having them go somewhere else
and try to find new bodies to
come in … businesses would
prefer — if they have good
people — to keep them and
move them up. Get them skills
and make them feel valuable,”
he said.
Companies wanting to learn
more about Incumbent Worker
Training and other programs
can call Work Base Learning
Coordinator Sarah Ray Lorio
at (618) 296-4306. Lorio works
at the MCE&T Administrative
Office in Wood River, at 101 E.
Edwardsville Road.
The offerings at MCE&T are
available as Madison County’s
unemployment rate has fallen
to 3.8 percent, which is below
the national average. The city

of Edwardsville’s rate is even
lower: 3 percent, according to
March figures from the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
From April to May of 2018,
more than 800 people in Madison County entered the workforce although the number of
unemployed is still slightly
more than 5,000.
In the near future, MCT&E
aims to offer more apprenticeships. Such a move takes
advantage of a push by the U.S.
Department of Labor to bring
apprenticeship programs to each
of the 22 areas in Illinois. Neighboring St. Clair County has
recently been approved as a registered intermediary for apprenticeship program, allowing them
to bypass federal approval.
Apprenticeships offer a combination of classroom training and
work based learning.
Said Furhmann: “It’s based
on the union model where a carpenter goes out and works, goes
to class, and then goes to work.”

